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Abstract.
The zonal mean circulation of the middle atmosphere simulated by
a general circulation model that includes the Doppler spread parameterization
of gravity-wavemomentum depositionis presented. To illustrate the impact of
the parameterization, this simulation is compared to another obtained by using
Rayleigh friction instead. It is found that the Doppler spread parameterization
improvesthe extratropical zonal mean circulation in the mesosphereby reducing
the strength of the zonal winds abovethe jet maximum. The parameterizationalso
improvesthe simulation of the equatorial semiannual oscillation in the zonal mean
zonal wind at the stratopauseby enhancingthe eastward phase and its downward
propagation.

1.

Introduction

ing into account the momentum deposition associated

with upwardpropagatinggravitywaves(seeAndrewset

The current interest in understanding the effects of
al., [1987]for a review). Giventhat currentstate-of-thechangesin the chemicalcompositionof the atmosphere
art middle atmosphere GCMs do not explicitly resolve
motivates the developmentof general circulation modthese small-scale waves, it, is therefore of primary imels (GCMs) whichare capableof simulatingthe global
portance to develop and test parameterizations of their
transport and evolution of the atmosphericconstituents
effectson the large-scalecirculation.
in the troposphereand stratosphere.Existing modelsof
Until recently, most GCMs have included only pathis type have generally evolvedfrom global circulation
rameterizations of the momentum deposition from oromodels of the troposphere. Consequently,they have regraphi•gravitywaves[e.g.,McFarlane,
1987;Miller et
alistic representationsof the large-scaleprocessesthat
al.,
1989].
Orographically
excited
gravity
waves(which
governthe troposphere,includingthe forcing of the verare stationary)havebeen shownto play an important
tically propagating planetary waves that account for a
role in the extratropical regions of the northern hemisignificantamount of the extratropical variability in the
spheremiddleatmosphereduringwinter [Boville,1991,
middle atmosphere. Such models, however, are known
1995]. Gravity waveswith nonzerophasespeedsrelato exhibit significantbiasesin the zonally averagedcirtive to the surfacemake a significantand possiblypreculation of the middle atmosphere, especially in the
dominant contribution to the momentum budget of the
southern hemispherewinter and spring, when the simnorthern hemisphere extratropics during summer and
ulated zonalmeanwindsare extremelystrong[Hamilin the tropics and southern hemisphere at all times of
ton et al., 1995; Boville, 1995; Manzini and Bengtsson,

1996].It is nowgenerallyrecognized
that simulations
of
the middle atmospherecan be greatly improvedby takNow at, University of Washington. Seattle, Washington
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year.

The parameterizations of gravity-wave momentum
deposition used so far have been based exclusively on
upward propagating linear, monochromatic waves and
their dissipation due to onset of static instabilities associatedwith wave amplitude growth with height. The
linear

wave

saturation

mechanism

of momentum

de-

Paper number 97JD01096.

position[Lindzen,1981]treats eachwaveof a chosen

0148-0227/ 97/97JD- 01096509.00

discrete spectrum in isolation. There is now consider25,751
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able evidence to support the existence of a continuous originalECHAM4 GCM with top at 10 hPa (about
and nearly universal spectrum of vertically propagating 30 km). The salientfeaturesof the ECHAM4 model
gravity waves in the middle atmosphere. The nearly [Roeckneret al.• 1996a,b and referencetherein]are
universal nature of the spectrum has been ascribed to here briefly summarized: radiation scheme based on

a varietyof saturationprocesses
(Fritts [1984,1989]for the ECMWF scheme[Morcrette,1991]andmodifiedby
scheme
for stratreviews). These inchidethe linear instability of a con- Giorgettaand Wild [1995];prognostic
et al., 1991];massflux scheme
tinuousspectrum[Dewanand Good,1986;Smithet al., iformclouds[Roeckner
1987]and the combinedeffectsof nonlinearinteractions for cumulus and stratocumulus convection, including
among the waves and dissipation associatedwith the

deep, midlevel and shallow convectionbased on Tiedtke

onsetof instability[Hines,1991a,b, c, 1993;Medvedev [1989];nonlocalverticaldiffusionscheme[Brinkopand
Roeckner•1995];three layer modelof heat conduction
and Klassen,1995].
Recently,Hines[1997a,b] hasproposed
a parameter- and soil model [Blondin,1989; Diimenil and Todini,
transportfor water vapor,
ization of gravity-wave momentum deposition based on 1992];and semiLagrangian
the Doppler spread theory which is suitable for use in liquidwater,andtracers[Williamson
andRasch,1994].
The MA/ECHAM4 generalcirculationmodelhas39
general circulation models. The theory assumesthe existenceof a continuo•lsspectrum of gravity waveswhich
propagateupward from the troposphere•where they are
generatedby a variety of processes,includingconvective
activity, frontal systems,and unsteadyflow overorography. In addition to being Doppler shiftedby the largescale background wind, each wave component of the
spectrum is also affected by the wind field induced by
the other waves. In the Doppler spreadtheory this nonlinear interaction gives rise, in a statistical sense,to a
spreadingof the vertical wavenumberspectrumtoward
high wavenumbers, where dissipation and momentum
deposition occur.
The purpose of this paper is to test the Doppler
spreadparameterization in a middle atmospheregeneral
circulation model. Given the exploratory character of
this work, a relatively low horizontal resohltion version
of the GCM has been used. This resolutionis adequate,
however, to reveal the benefits of using this parameterization, as supported by more recent results at higher

vertical

levels and extends from the surface to 0.01 hPa

(about 80 kin). In the lowerstratospherethe vertical
resolution is about 1.5 km and slowly decreaseswith
height to about 6-7 km at the model top. Other modifications to the troposphereversion of the model follow

Manzini and Bengtsson
[1996]. They includea simple
implementation of the Voigt effect at low pressurein
the radiation scheme,an ozone distribution from the
monthly zonal mean distribution of a chemical model,

and a X74linear operatorfor the horizontaldiffusion.
In the standardversionof the MA/ECHAM4 model,
Rayleigh friction is used to dissipateresolvedupward
propagatingwaves and also to act as a crude parameterization of the effects of gravity wave drag on the
zonal mean flow in the mesosphere, a procedure that
is commonly used in middle-atmosphere models. The
Rayleighfriction coefficientincreasesupward from (32

days)
-x at 0.4hPa(sixlevels
fromthetop)to (1 day)-x

at 0.01hPa (the modeltop). The simulationperformed
horizontalresolution[Manzini et al.•1997; McFarlane with this configurationis referredto as the RFD experiment.
and Manzini, 1997].

Another simulation performed with the same GCM,
but with Rayleigh friction in the mesosphereinstead of
the Doppler spreadparameterization, is usedas the control integration for comparison. In the present paper,
attention is restricted to the effects of nonorographic
gravity waves. Therefore an explicit parameterization
of the orographicgravity wave drag is not included.
The paper is arranged in the following manner: The
general circulation model and the Doppler spread parameterization

are described

in section

2.

General

re-

sults for the zonal mean circulation in January and July
are presented in section 3, while section 4 deals with
the behavior in the tropical middle atmosphere. Conclusions

are discussed

in section

5.

In the simulation using the Doppler spread parameterization the Rayleigh friction is removed. This latter
simulation is referred to as the DSP experiment.
Both the R.FD and DSP versionsemployed monthly

mean climatologicalsea surfacetemperature[Gates,
1992]and the seasonaland diurnal cyclein the radiative transfer scheme. Both have been integrated for
a total of 4 years at T21 horizontal truncation. Note
that both simulations were performed without any orographicgravity wave drag parameterization.

2.1. Doppler Spread Parameterization
The formulation of the Doppler spread parameteriza-

tion followsHines [1997a,b]. The gravitywavesare
assumedto propagate upward from the troposphere,
where they are generated, and to interact nonlinearly

2. Model and Experiments

with each other. The nonlinearity consideredhere is as-

The modelusedis the middleatmosphere
(MA) ver- sociated with horizontal advection, which statistically
sionof the ECHAM4 generalcirculationspectraltransform model with state-øf-the-art physicalparameterizations, developed at the Max Planck Institute.

The

MA/ECHAM4 model is the upwardextensionof the

spreads the vertical wavenumber spectrum preferentially toward high wavenumbers. As the waves propagate upward, wave action density is conserveduntil
the gravity wave spectrum as a whole becomesunsta-
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In the current application the contribution to the vertical diffusionthat arisesfrom the gravity-wave momenare removedfrom the spectrum and that the momen- t•m deposition has not been included and the gravitytum carriedby them is depositedinto the background wave momentum flux at the upper boundary of the

ble and the wavesat high vertical wavenumbers
break
down into turbulence.

It is assumed that these waves

flow. At any givenheight, the vertical wavenumberat
which the wave breakdownbeginscan be expressedin
terms of a corresponding
wavenumber(referredto as
the cutoff wavenumber)of the gravity wave spectrum
at the surface(initial height). In the notationof Hines

model (formallypressureequalto zero) is set to zero.
In another recent application of the Doppler spread
parameterization in a general circulation model that

extendsabove80 km [McFarlaneet al., 1997], a low
wavenumber

bound

to the initial

vertical

wavenumber

[1997b],for a givenazimuth(j) andheight,the cutoff spectrum has been introduced to limit the amount of
drag in the lower thermosphere(where the spectrum
may, in fact• no longerbe broad) and to avoidnumeri-

wavenumberis given by

•,j -- Ni[•lO'j•- •2O'h
•- Vj- Vii]-1

(1)

whereNi is the buoyancyfrequencyat the initial height,
an is the total rms horizontalwind speedinducedby the

cal difficulties arising from a positive feedbackbetween
the Doppler spread parameterization and the diurnal

tide [McLandress,1997]. In the MA/ECHAM4 model
these numerical difficulties do not appear, presumably
because the top is below the height where the diurnal

gravitywaves,•j is the rmshorizontalwindspeedin
thej azimuth•• and•. areconstants
("fi•dge"factors tide maximizes(near 90 km). Consequently,
the lowconstrained
by the theory),Vj is the background
wind wavenumber bound has not been introduced.
in thej azimuth,andVii is the background
windin the
j azimuthat the initial height. The first term on the 3. Zonal Mean Circulation
right-handsideof (1) represents
the effectof Doppler
shiftingby the gravity-wave-induced
wind; the second The 4 year averagezonal mean zonal wind and temterm is derived from the condition for the onset of instaperaturefieldsfor Januaryand July from the DSP simbility of the total wavesystem;and the third term rep- ulationand the CIRA86 referenceatmosphere[Fleming
resentsthe effectof Dopplershiftingby the background et al., 1990]are shownin Figures1 and 2, respectively.
flow. The momentum depositionis deducedfrom the Althoughthe CIRA86 data set is basedon only a few
data, and so may not be
verticalvariationof the cutoffwavenumbermj, under yearsof middle-atmosphere
truly
indicative
of
the
long-term
mean state, it neverthe constraintthat raj be positiveand nonincreasing
theless
provides
a
usetiff
reference.
The simulatedeastwith height. This constraintcan be achieved,because
erlies
in
the
summer
middle
atmosphere
of both hemithere alwaysexistsa positiveraj at the initial height
spheres
exhibit
a
realistic
structure,
with
the strongest
(whereVj- Vii is zero).
The parametersusedin the current versionof the winds occurringin the subtropicalupper mesosphere.
Dopplerspreadparameterization
aresummarized
in Ta- In qualitative agreementwith the CIRA86 referenceatble 1. These include the specificationat the initial mospherethe summereasterliesin the DSP simulation
height of the slopeof the vertical wavenumberspec- are seen to extend into the winter hemisphere at the
trum at low wavenumbers•which is assumed to follow stratopause,while westerliesprevail in the equatorial
a powerlaw, and the gravity-wave-induced
rms wind mesosphere.The DSP summer easterliesthough are
speed,chosento give valuesat the tropopausein rea- somewhatweakerin the upper mesosphere,especiallyin
the simulatedmean
sonableaccord with available estimatesof gravity wave July. For both winter hemispheres
variances[e.g., Fritts and Nastrom,1992; Allen and zonal wind differs significantlyfrom that of CIRA86,
Vincent,1995]. In the parameterization
versionused notably with respect to the excessivestrength of the
here, a geographically
uniformisotropicgravity wave westerliesin the stratosphereand the confinementof the
eastwardjet to high latitudes. Given that
spectrum
is assumed
to be launched
at thesurface(ini- mesospheric
the DSP simulation did not include orographicgravity
tial height).

Table 1. Parameter Setting for the DSP simulation
P aram eter

D escrip tion

slope of the vertical wavenumber spectrum

at the initial height (surface)
rms horizontal wind speed at the initial height

= 1.5 ms-x
K*-7x10-•

m -1

effective

horizontal

wavenumber

number of equally spaced azimuths

J-8

-1.5
-0.3

directional
rms coefficien•
total rms coefficient
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Figure 1. Januaryzonalmeanzonalwind(ms-z, top) and temperature
(K, bottom)from
CIRA86 (left) and from {:he4 yearDSP simulation(right). The contourintervalis 10 ms-1 for
the zonalwinds(< -60, dark shading;> 60, light shading)and 10 K for the temperatures
(<
200, light shading).In this and the followingfigures,the heighton the left of eachplot is the
log-pressurevertical coordinateobtainedby usinga scaleheight H - 7 km.
wave drag, the strongwinds in the northern hemisphere and Bengtsson,
1996],typicallyproducinga meridionwinter are not unexpected[Boville, 1991, 1995]. The ally narrower subtropical troposphericjet.
July zonal wind bias in the southern hemispherelower
While the general structure of the zonal mean temstratosphere is in part due to a deficient representa- perature(FiguresI and 2. bottom panels)is captured

tion of the tropospherein a T21 simulation[Manzini by the DSP simulation, a cold bias in the winter strato-
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Figure 2. Julyzonalmeanzonalwind(ms-•, top)andtemperature
(K, bottom)fromCIRA86
(left)andfromthe4 yearDSPsimulation
(right).Thecontour
intervalis 10ms-• for thezonal
winds(< -60,darkshading;
> 60,lightshading)
and10K for thetemperatures
(< 200,light
shading).
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Figure 3. Differencebetweenthe DSP and the RFD simulations,
DSP-RFD, for the 4 year
average
of the zonalmeanzonalwind (ms-1, top) andthe temperature
(K, bottom),January
at left andJulyat right. The contourintervalis 5 ms-1 for the zonalwindsand 2.5 K for the
temperatures.

sphereand an associatedupwardshift of the stratopause
is apparent in both hemispheres.This cold bias is particularly severein the southern hemispherewinter. In
summer the simulated stratopauseis located at 1 hPa,
in agreementwith CIRA86, althoughabout 10 K colder.
In the mesosphere,the summer zonal mean temperature decreaseswith height, in accordwith observations
albeit at a slower rate. Consequently,the simulated
zonal mean temperature is too warm by about 20 K at
the summer pole near the model top.
It is noteworthythat the CIRA86 data may alsohave
a warm bias in the summermesopauseregion. This is
suggestedby the observationsof Lilbken and van galm

spheric circulation is not substantially affected by the
specificationof the mechanismof momentum dissipation in the mesosphere.

In January(Figure3, top left) the mostnotablefeature is a large positive differencein the zonal mean wind
found in the equatorial mesosphere. This difference

(,•40 ms-•) is caused
by the appearance
of westerlies
in
the DSP simulation, while easterlies or weak weste.rlies

dominate the flow in the RFD simulation in the equatorial mesosphere.Differencesof about 10-15 ms-1 are

alsofoundin july (Figure 3, top right) in the equatorial middle atmosphere. As will be shown in section 4,
the behavior of the DSP experiment at the equator is

[1991]whichindicatethat in summerthe temperature associated with an enhancement of the simulated semiat 88 km in the polar region is about 15 K colder than
the CIRA86 analysis.This level is, however,abovethe

uppermostlevelof the MA/ECHAM4 model.

annual oscillation

in the zonal mean zonal wind at the

stratopause.

The mean zonal wind and temperature differences

To improvethe simulation
of the uppermesosphere,found in January in the northern hemisphereindicate
that in the lower mesosphereand upper stratosphere
the DSP extratropical westerliesare about 5-10 ms-1
which the DSP has been implementedin a GCM with a strongerat high latitudes, consistentwith the colderpotop at approximately 97 km, indicate that the summer lar stratosphereand an upward shift of the stratopause
polar submesopause
temperaturesare, in fact, in better (Figure3, bottom left). A longerintegration,however,
ry to highlight any possiblestatistiagreementwith both CIRA86 and Liibkenand van Zahn would be necessa.
cally significant differenceduring the northern hemi[1991].
To highlight the impact of the DSP on the simula- sphere winter, becauseof the large interannual varition of the middle atmosphere circulation in January ability there [Boville, 1995; Hamilton, 1995; Manzini
and July, the differencesbetweenthe DSP and the RFD and Bengtsson,
1996]. Moreover,otherprocesses,
such
simulations(DSP-RFD) for the mean zonal wind and as orographicgravity wave drag and the model's horitemperature are shownin Figure 3. In the troposphere zontal resolutionmay impact more significantlyon the
the winds and temperature fields do not appear to dif- northern hemispherewinter circulation.
fer significantly,suggestingthat the zonal mean tropoIt is interestingto note that althoughthe DSP westit is most likely necessaryto raise the upper boundary

of the model.The resultsof McFarlaneet al., [1997],in
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Figure 4. Zonalmeanzonaldragfromthe4 ),earDSPsimulation
(ms-ld-z, top). Difference
between the DSP and RFD simulations,DSP-RFD, for the 4 year averageof the zonal mean

zonaldrag (ms-ld -z, bottom). Januaryat left and July at right. The contourintervalis 5
ms-Zd-1.

erlies are strongerthan the RFD winds, they actually minedtemperature[Fels,1985]in the senseexpected;
decreaseslightly more rapidly with height in the up- namely, they are warmer in winter and colder in sumper mesospherein the northern hemispherewinter, as met. Thereforethe temperaturechangeshownin Figindicatedby the negativedifferenceat the model top ure 3 implies that in the upper mesospherethe DSP
there. This is also clearly apparent in the southern temperaturefield departsmore from the radiatively dehemisphere
winter. Figure3 (top right) showsthat in termined temperature and that the DSP residual mean
the stratosphereat 60•S the differencein zonal wind is meridionalcirculationis stronger(not shown).The opsmall (zerocontour),indicatingthat the magnitudeof positeoccursin the stratosphereand lowermesosphere,
the eastwardjet is similar in the two experiments. At 1 with the exceptionof the southernhemispherewinter,
hPa the DSP winterjet is confinedmorepoleward(pos- where the temperature differenceis positive also in the
itive difference
southof 60øS),whileabove0.1 hPa, the stratosphere.
differencein zonal wind is negativealsoat high latitudes
Figure 4 showsthe 4 year averageof the zonal mean
and attains a value of 55 ms -1 near 55øS at the model
zonalgravitywavedragfrom the DSP experiment(top
top, indicatingthat muchweakerwinds(by a factorof panels) and the differencebetweenthe DSP and RFD
2) characterizethe DSP uppermesosphere.
Thesere- experiments(bottom panels). In summerat extratsults therefore indicate that the Doppler spreadparam- ropicallatitudes the DSP gravity wave drag is smaller
eterizationis more effectivethan Rayleighfriction (as than the Rayleighfriction drag in the lower and middle
usedhere)in red•zcing
the magnitudeof the zonalmean mesosphere
but larger than the RFD drag in the upper
winds. In the southernhemispherewinter, the change mesosphere.In the summerhemispherethe mean temin zonal wind is associatedwith a positive temperature peraturefieldresponse
shownin Figure3 (bottompandifferencethroughout most of the high-latitude middle els) is consistentwith the expectationfrom the "downatmosphere(Figure3, bottomright).
wardcontrol"mechanism
[/-/tz•/r•es
et tzl.,1991],in that
In July the northernhemisphereeasterliesare stronger a stronger(weaker)drag shouldbe associated
with a
in the subtropical middle mesospherein the DSP sim-

stronger(weaker)residualmeanmeridionalcirculation

ulation.

and result in temperatures being farther away from

A similar result is found in the southern hemi-

sphere in January. The zonal mean temperature differencefield is consistentwith these changes,being negative at the summer pole in the upper mesosphere.Note
that both experiments exhibit mean mesospherictemperatures that are in qualitative agreement with observations and that depart from the radiatively deter-

(closerto) radiativeequilibrium.In the southernhemisphere winter, the DSP drag is larger than the RFD
drag throughoutmost of the mesosphere,which is presumably the causeof the warmer temperature and much
weaker zonal wind in the DSP experiment. The DSP
drag is also larger in the northern hemispherewinter.
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with

thermal
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wind

eddyforcingof the zonalmeanzonalwind (not shown) balance. The SAO is alsoknow to exhibit a pronounced
is not negligiblethere, so that the total drag is actu- seasonalvariation. The cyclefrom January to April, the
ally reduced at, high latitudes in the northern hemi- so-calledfirst cycle, is characterizedby strongereasterspherelower mesosphere
in Januaryin the DSP case. lies and westerliesthan in the secondcycle, from July
The coldertemperaturesin the DSP upper polar strato- to October[Belmontet al., 1975]. Seasonalvariations
sphere(Figure3 bottomleft) are consistent
with sucha in the temperature oscillation have also been reported
total zonal drag differencefield. The contributionfrom from satellite measurements by Delisi and Dunkerton
the resolvedwavesis generallymuch smaller than that [1988],
from the parameterized drag in the other seasons.
The time evolution of the monthly averaged zonal
mean zonal wind at the equator during the 4 years of
model simulation for the two experiments is presented
4. Semiannual
Oscillation
at the
in Figure 5. Throughout the entire middle atmosphere,
$tratopause
alternating regimesof easterliesand westerliespropaEvidenceof a semiannualoscillation(SAO) in the gate downwardin the DSP experiment(Figure 5, top
zonal wind and temperature fields at the equatorial panel). At 1 hPa the winds are westwardin January
stratopausewas establishedseveraldecadesago by ra- and July and eastwardafter the equinox(April and
diosondeand rocketmeasurements
[Reed,1962, 1965, October). Considerableinterannualvariability is also
1966:Belmontet al.; 1974, 1975]and reviewedby Hi- apparent in the DSP zonal winds at the equator. For
rota[1980].The predominant
featuresof the zonalwind instance,a rather strong double cycle is seen during
oscillationare the occurrence
of easterlies(westerlies) the secondyear, followed by a particularly weak Janonemonthafter the solstice(equinox),downwardprop- uary to April cycle. In the stratosphere,below I hPa,
agationof the wind regimes(lesspronouncedfor the the first cycle(Januaryto April) is occasionally
slightly
easterlies),
and a 20-30ms-• amplitudemaximumat stronger, while in the mesosphere,the westerliesof the
45-50 km locatedjust southof the equator. The temper- second cycle tend t,o be larger. In the middle mesoature oscillationalso exhibits a downward propagation, spherethe long-term averagezonal winds at the equawith the largestamplitude (severaldegrees)occurring tor (not shown)are eastwardbetween55 and 75 km
at, 35-40 km, slightly below the amplitude maximum and westward above, in qualitative agreementwith ob-

servations
[Dunkerton,1982;Hamilton,1982].
We turn now to the RFD experiment. In the vicinity of the I hPa level there is a semiannual oscillation
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(Figure 5• bottom panel), althoughthere is very little evidenceof downward propagation. The first cycle
of the oscillationis clearly stronger, with the January
easterliesbeing about twice that of July. In addition
the July easterliesare confinedto the region below 55
kin. The west,erliesare mainly confined to the mesosphere and in April and October do not descendbelow
45 km. Westerliesare,in fact, dominant throughoutall
the mesosphereand at the model top in the long-term
mean. The RFD semiannualoscillationappears t,o be
similar in characterto that obtainedwith other general
circulation models that do not employ parameteriza-

tionsof the effectsof a spectrumof gravitywaves[$assi
et al., 1993; Hamilton et al., 1995]. The occurrence
of strongereasterliesin Januaryin the MA/ECHAM4
model is also found in those other model results and is
associated with the meridional

advection

of momentum

by the residual mean meridional circulation, expected
to be stronger during the northern hemispherewinter.

See,for instance,Delisi and Dunkerton[1988],for a
discussion of the seasonal variations
JAN

JUL

JAN

JUL

JAN

JUL

JAN

of the semiannual

JUL

oscillation at the stratopauseo
The simulated oscillationsare further compared in
Figure 5. Time-heightsectionof the zonalmeanzonal
wind(ms-z) at the equatorfromthe DSP simulation Figure 6, which showsthe zonal wind semiannual am(top) and the RFD simulation(bottom).The contour plitude and phase distributions. In both experiments,

intervalis 10 ms-z (< -20, dark shading;• 20, light near the I hPa levelthe semiannualamplitudeis largest
shading).

at the equator,with an amplitudeof about 25 ms-Z•
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Figure 6. Amplitudeof the semiannual
component
of the zonalmeanzonalwind (ms-z , top)
and time of maximumwesterlies(months,bottom), DSP simulationat left and RFD simulation
at right. The contourintervalis 5 ms-z for the zonalwindsand 1 monthfor the phases(Month
0 is January).

the DSP case, there is virtually no downward phase
propagation of the semiannual oscillation in the RFD
interhemispheric asymmetry of the semiannual ampli- experiment. As expected from Figure 5, the maximum
tude (i.e., larger amplitudejust south of the equator eastward DSP winds peak in April at the stratopause,
[Belmontet al., 1974])is, however,presentonly in the while they are found in the upper mesosphere,closeto
RFD experiment, which is consistent with the result the model top, about four months before, in December.
Consistent with the thermal wind balance, a temthat the easterliesare much stronger in January than
in July only in the RFD experiment,
(Figure5). The perature SAO of several degreesKelvin is also found
vertical structure of the semiannual amplitude at the in both experiments. The temperature oscillation in
equator also is different in the two experiments. The the DS.Psimulationalsopropagatesdownwardand disinterannualvariability(Figure7, top
oscillation in the RFD experiment is vertically confined playsa noticeable
to the vicinity of the 1 hPa level, while the DSP semian- panel).
The result,sfrom the RFD experiment indicate that
nual amplitude is roughly constant between 45 and 55
kin. In the upper stratosphere the vertical structure of the mechanismfor the generationof the westwardphase
the semiannual oscillation is better represented in the of the semiannual oscillation is captured by the model
DSP experiment. The DSP amplitude minimum at 75 and is likely a consequenceof the mean flow acceleration
km appears to be about 10 km higher than that sug- by the meridional advection associatedwith the residual
and decreasespoleward, in qualitative accord with ob-

servations[Hirota, 1980; Belmont et al., 1974]. The

gestedby observations
[Hirota, 1978;Hamilton,1982].

mean meridional

circulation.

It is therefore

reasonable

to suppose that this effect is also present in the DSP
experiment.
In the DSP simulation the mesosphericwesterliesare
stratopause may be distorted by the absenceof the oscillationat the mesopause
[Hirota,1978],whichcannot associatedwith the selectivetransmissionand dissipabe resolved because the top level in this model is ap- tion of the gravity wave spectrum, a mechanismwhich
proximately at 80 km. Another possibility,investigated is of coursemissingin the RFD experiment. At solstice,
by means of a simple sensitivity experiment to be dis- only eastward propagating gravity waves are transmitcussedin section4.1, is that the gravity-waveforcingin ted through the stratosphere,where the winds are westward. Above the stratopause, where the wind shear
the DSP experiment may be somewhat too strong.
The different character of the phase of the two sim- changessign, the eastward propagating gravity waves
ulated oscillations is clearly illustrated in the bottom are dissipated,so producing the eastward drag in the
panels of Figure 6. While there is a clear downward mesosphere
(positivedragin JanuaryandJulyin Figure
progressionof the time of the maximum westerliesin 7, bottompanel). Downwardpropagationthen follows,

There may be several reasonsfor this discrepancy.For
instance, the vertical structure of the oscillation at the
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spectrum at the initial height in the DSP experiment
may have producedan excessof gravity wave forcing in
the westward

0.1
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azimuth.

To investigate this possibility in a simple and direct
way,an additional 4 year simulation was performed,
retaining the same configurationas in the DSP experiment, but setting the rms horizontal wind in the westward azimuth at the initial height to zero. The mean

zonal wind at the equator obtained in this case (referred to as DSP.II) is shownin Figure 8 (top panel).
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As in the DSP simulation,
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a semiannual oscillation is

found at the stratopause, with easterlies and westerlies propagatingdownwardfrom the middle mesosphere.
In the upper stratosphere, there appears to be a more
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40

transition

from

westerlies

to easterlies

and an

enhancementof the seasonalvariation, with a stronger
first cycle. Consequently,the DSP.II semiannualamplitude is slightly strongerjust south of the equator at the
stratopauseand also decreasesmore rapidly with height

in the mesosphere
(not shown).That thesechangesare
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Figure 7. Time-height sectionof the zonal mean tem-

perature deviationfrom the long-term mean (K, top)
and the zonalmeanzonaldrag (ms-Zd-z, bottom) at

directly related to the gravity wave forcing is shownin
the bottom panel of Figure 8, where the mean zonal
gravity-wave drag at the equator is depicted. In the
upper mesospherethe westwarddrag is clearly reduced
in the DSP.II experiment, while the eastward drag is
comparable in the two experiments.

the equator from the DSP simulation. The contour in-

terval is 2 K for the temperature (< -4, dark shading;

> 4, light shading)and 1 ms-Zd-1 for the zonaldrag
(< -2, dark shading;> 2, light shading).

becausethe largest mean flow accelerationoccurswhere
the wind shear is largest, just below the mean flow
maximum. When the strongestwesterlieshave reached
the stratopause, the selective transmission and dissipation processis reversed. Westward traveling gravity
waves propagate through the upper stratosphere• are
filtered out in the mesosphere,and thus force the mesosphericeasterlies.This mechanismof selectivefiltering
of a gravity wave spectrum is well known and has been
shownto produce equatorial oscillationsin various ide-

alizedmodels(seeAndrewset al., [•987]for a review).
4.1.

Sensitivity

of Simulated

SAO Westward

Phase

Although the phase distribution and the enhancement of the eastward phaseof the SAO simulated by the
DSP experiment may be considered an improvement,
over that of the RFD simulation, there are someaspects
of it that are not completely satisfying. These include
the lack of interhemispheric asymmetry in the semiannual amplitude distribution and the associatedweak
seasonalvariation and pronounceddownward propagation of the westward phase. Given that the westward
phase of the RFD experiment is actually more realistic
in this respect, it is possiblethat the use of an isotropic
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Figure 8. Time-height sectionof the zonal mean zonal

wind(ms op) and

drg (ms-d

bottom)a

the equator from the DSP. II simulation. The contour

intervalis 10 ms-x for the zonalwind (< -20, dark
shading;> 20, light shading)and 1 ms- xd- • for the
zonaldrag(< -2, darkshading;
> 2, lightshading).
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its forcing,althoughequatorialKelvin wavesalsoplay a

Conclusions

role [Hamilton,1986;Hitchmanand Leovy,1988]oThe

Selectedresultsof a 4-year simulation(the DSP ex- role of equatorial planetary waves has not yet been inperiment)carriedout with the MA/ECHAM4 middle- vestigatedin the MA/ECHAM4 model.

atmospheregeneralcirculationmodelthat includesthe
When the Doppler spread parameterization is used,
Doppler spreadparameterizationhave been presented the simulated semiannual oscillation is found to be in
and have established the feasibility of using this pa- part sensitiveto the specificationof the input gravity
rameterization in GCMs. The Doppler spread param-

wave spectrum. In the DSP.II experiment, where the

eterization[Hines,1997a,b] is basedon the Doppler rms wind in the westward azimuth at the initial height
spreadtheory[Hines,1991a,b, c; Hines,1993]andac- has been arbitrarily set to zero, the simulated oscillacounts for the combined effects of nonlinear interactions

tion retains its basic character, while seasonalvariations
and the asymmetry in the downward propagation are
onset of instability in the determination of the momen- improved. These results are consistentwith the intertum depositiondue to a continuousspectrumof upward pretation that the westward phase of the semiannual
propagatinggravity waves.An additional4 year simu- oscillationat the stratopauseis forced in large part by

amongthe wavesand dissipationassociatedwith the

lation(theRFD experiment)
madewithMA/ECHAM4

the mean meridional

advection

of the summer

easterlies

modelthat usedRayleighfriction insteadof the Doppler into the winter hemisphere.
spreadparameterizationwas performedand compared
The dependenceof the stratopause semiannualoscilto the DSP experiment.

lation on the parameterized gravity wave momentum

The results presented have demonstrated that the
Doppler spreadparameterizationis more effectivethan
the Rayleighfriction in reducingthe magnitudeof the
zonal mean zonal wind in the extratropical mesosphere
in January and July. This is particularly evident in
the southern hemispherein July and may be expected
since the dissipation of the gravity-wave spectrum in
the Doppler spread parameterization dependson vertical variations of the large-scale winds. In the upper mesosphere,where the vertical shear of the zonal
wind is westwardin winter, westwardpropagatinggravity waves are strongly dissipated,thus facilitating the

depositionseenin the MA/ECHAM4 model is con-

deceleration

of the zonal mean zonal wind.

This mech-

anism is of coursenot possibleusing Rayleigh friction,
which is linearly proportional to the wind and therefore most effectiveonly in regionswhere the winds are

sistent with the previous results of Jackson and Gray

[1994]who founda markedimprovementin the simulation of the eastward phase in the extended UGAMP
GCM by introducing a single gravity wave with phase

speedof 20 ms-• in a Lindzen[1981]typegravitywave
parameterization. The improvement of the simulation
of the SAO therefore does not appear to be restricted
to the use of only the Doppler spread parameterization.
Concerningthe SAO at the stratopause,the results

from the MA/ECHAM4 generalcirculationmodelare
alsoconsistent
with thoseof Mengelet al. [1995],who
used the Doppler spread parameterization in a twodimensional middle-atmosphere model. They found a
semiannual

oscillation

in the zonal mean

zonal wind in

the tropical mesosphereand upper stratosphere,which
they attributed to the effectsof gravity wavedissipation
Despite these improvements•there are still notice- as representedby the Doppler spread parameterization.

strong.

able biases in the simulated

DSP zonal mean circulaIn the tropicallowerstratosphere,
Mengelet al. [1995]
tion. These include the strong westerliesin the north- found a longerperiod oscillation(about 20 months),
ern hemispherewinter, presumablydue to the low res- with features similar to the observed quasi-biennial
olution used and to the exclusion of other dissipation oscillation(QBO), but of weakeramplitude. In the
processes
(suchas orographic
gravitywavedrag).Pre- present study, there appeared to be no suggestionof
liminary resultsfrom a recent 5 year integrationwith a a realisticQBO, althoughvery weak fluctuations(<3
T30 versionof the currentMA/ECHAM4 model,which ms-x amplitude)on a biennialscaleare presentin all
•sed the Doppler Spread parameterizationand an oro- three simulations. These fluctuations were found to be

graphicgravitywavedrag(basedonMcFarlane[1987]), sensitive to the specification of the surface rms wind
indicate

that a more realistic zonal mean circulation

is

distributionin the DSP and DSP.II experiments. In
obtained[Manziniet al., 1997;McFarlaneandManzini, this respect,the resultsobtainedin the presentstudy
1997]. A substantialcold bias is also presentin the appearto be in contrastwith the findingsof Mengelet
southernhemispherewinter stratosphere.
al. [1995].However,their simulatedQBO-likeoscilla-

In the tropical middle atmospherethe comparisonof tion was found in a two-dimensional model, which did
the DSP and RFD experiments has demonstratedthat not include midlatitude planetary wavesand explicit
both the downwardpropagationand the eastwardphase parameterizationsof physicalprocesses
usuallypresent
of the simulated

semiannual

oscillation

in the zonal

mean zonal wind at the stratopauseare enhancedin the
DSP experiment. A more developedeastwardphasein
the DSP simulationis in agreementwith the interpretation that gravity wavesmay substantiallycontributeto

in a generalcirculationmodel. In addition,their QBOlike oscillationwas obtainedin a simulationperformed
using a latitudinal averageof the vertical diffusionassociatedwith the Doppler spreadparameterization,an
effectnot includedin the presentexperiments.
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It shouldbe noted that Mengelet al. [1995]only Belmont, A.D., D. G. Dartt, and G. D. Nastrom, Periodic
variations in stratospheric zonal wind from 20 to 65 kin,
report on results with the mean and annual cycle reQ. J. R. Meteorol. Soc., 100, 203-211, 1974.
moved,without indicatingwhether the QBO-like oscil- Belmont,
A.D., D. G. Dartt, and G. D. Nastrom, Varialation is actually producing alternating easterliesand
tions of stratospheric zonal winds, 20-65 km, 1961-1971,
westerliesat the equator. In a subsequentpaper, Mayr
.L Appl. Meteorol., 1•, 585-594, 1975.

et al. [1997]furtherexamined
the Mengelet al. [1995]
resultsby means of sensitivity experiments. There it is
shown that the oscillation is very sensitive to the im-

posedgravity-wavemomentumflux and vertical diffusion, therefore putting into question the robustnessof
their

results.

It is important to note that a somewhat idealized
choiceof the empirical input parametersof the Doppler
spread parameterization has been used so far. Concerningthe excessively
strongsouthernhemispherewinter westerlies

and the deficiencies

in the summer

hemi-

Blondin, C., Research on land surface parameterization
schemesat ECMWF, in Parameterization of Fluxes Over
Land Surface, ECMWF Proc., 285-330, Reading, England, 1989.

Boville, B. A., Sensitivity of simulated climate to model resolution, .1. Clim., •, 469-485, 1991.
Boville, B. A., Middle atmosphere version of the CCM2

(MACCM2): Annual cycle and interannual variability, J.
Geophys.Res., 100, 9017-9039, 1995.
Brinkop, S., and E. Roeckner, Sensitivity of a general circulation model to parameterizations of cloud-turbulence
interactions in the atmospheric boundary layer, Tellus,
J7(A), 197-220, 1995.

sphereeasterlies,the major limitation of the parameter Delisi, D• P., and T. J. Dunkerton, Seasonal variations of
the semiannualoscillation, J. Atmos. Sci., •5, 2772-2787,
settingsused in the current model appears to be the
1988.
imposition of a geographicallyuniform isotropic grav- Dewan, E. M.,and R. E. Good, Saturation and the "uniity wave spectrum. Although it is beyond the scopeof
versal" spectrum for vertical profiles of horizontal scalar
winds in the atmosphere, J. Geophys.Res., 91, 2742-2748,
this paper to determinethe optimal parameter settings,
1986.
the present results indicate, for instance, that an overDiimenil, L., and E. Todini, A rainfall-runoff schemefor use
all increase of the rms wind speed would improve the
in the Hamburg climate model, in Advancesin theoretisouthern hemispherewinter by decreasingthe westercal hydrology, a tribute to James Dooge, edited by J.P.
lies while

at the same time would worsen the northern

Elsevier
O'Cane• Press,
EGS Set.
Amsterdam,
on Hydrological
Netherlands,
Sciences,
1992.1, 129-157,

hemispheresummerby reducingthe easterliesoConsequently a seasonalvariation of that parameter would Dunkerton, T. J., Theory of the mesopausesemiannual oshave to be introduced.

A first attempt to include both the seasonaland the
spatial variability associatedwith convectiveand frontal

activityhasbeenreportedon by Manzini et al. [1997].

cillation, J. Atmos. Sci., 39, 2681-2690, 1982.
Fels, S. B., Radiative-dynamical interactions in the middle

atmosphere,Adv. Geophys.,28(A), 277-300, 1985.
Fleming, E. L.,S. Chandra, J. J. Barnett, and M. Corney,

Zonalmeantemperature,
pressure,
zonalwindandgeopo-

tentiM height as fi•nctions of latitude, Adv. Space Res.,
Those results showthat an increasein the gravity wave
10, 1211-1259,1990.
rms wind speedproportional to the total simulated preFritts, D.C., Gravity wave saturation in the middle atmocipitation appears to improve the simulation in spring
sphere:A reviewof theoryand observations,
Rev. Geoand autumn but not significantlyin the southernhemiphys., 22, 275-308, 1984.
sphere winter.
Fritts, D.C.,A review of gravity wave saturation processes,
effects, and variability in the middle atmosphere, Pure
Clearly, the task of defining these model parameApplo Geophys., 130, 343-371, 1989.
ters is very difficult. Hopefully, further observations
D.C.,and
G.D.Nastrom,
Sources
½fmesoscale
variof gravity wave spectral quantities, like wind and tem- Fritts,
ability of gravity waves,II, Frontal, convectiveand jet
perature variancesand propagationdirections, will help
stream excitation, J. Atmos. Sci., •9, 111-127, 1992.
constrainthe DSP and other gravity wave parameteri- Gates, W. L., AMIP: The atmosphericmodel intercomparzation

isonproject,Bull.Am.Meteorol.
Soc.
• 73, 1962-1970

schemesø

1992.
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